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RANGER TRAINING
IN RUAHA EVOKES THE PERIL AND BEAUTY

OF WALKING SAFARIS
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A

by

ETHAN KINSEY

middle-aged elephant bull stands in the riverbed

towering over five younger bulls that follow him

around. It’s a spot on the Mwagusi sand river

where the underlying rocks push water toward

the surface making it easier for the elephants to

dig. The wind has died, and a little ash shaken from an old

sock drifts slowly to the ground. The elephant moves his

foreleg back and forth shovelling sand away, creating a hole

big enough for his trunk to siphon up the cool, sand-filtered

water.

One of the younger bulls does the same, his ears waving in a

desperate attempt to keep cool in the oppressive heat. The

others rest, huddled together as if trying to hide their faces,

the ends of their trunks relaxed and flat on the ground. A

Tamarind tree provides little shade in its leafless state. Every

move is deliberate.

I click my fingers softly to get the attention of the six rangers

hunkered down with me behind some rocks. Simon Peterson,

a fellow guide, whispers some questions to them: Where is the

The dry season screams for
rain until the soil is hoarse

and inflamed



wind coming from? Are we close enough? Do the elephants

pose a threat? Could we be in a better position? Do we have

an escape route? Where are the elephants most likely to go

should they become alarmed? The leading ranger shakes his

ash bag again. The wind is erratic because of the stifling heat

that sends swirling thermals up the river, but we judge we’re

in a safe place. We watch the elephants a little longer then

retreat.

Ruaha gets under your skin. It’s intense. Magical. Extreme.

The dry season screams for rain until the soil is hoarse and

inflamed, only to make way for thunderstorms that turn

gullies into violent torrents, and grasslands into moving sheets

of water. Those who come to Ruaha usually visit in the dry

season when the watering holes dry up in the surrounding

hills, and the wildlife is forced down to the Great Ruaha River.

Huge herds of buffalo move between massive lion pride

territories creating scenes fit for sensational documentaries.

It’s common to see greater kudu, bushbuck, impala and dik-

dik feeding on dark red flowers dropped by yellow baboons

sitting high up in the kigelias. Giraffes maintain the browse

lines on these sausage trees and, if you look closely, you may

notice that one of the eponymous sausages hanging down is, in

fact, a leopard’s tail. In more remote areas roan, sable and

hartebeest come to drink from less lion-infested springs. But,

as those who have seen the seasons change in Ruaha know, its

wildness encompasses more than big game. There are more

than 1,600 species of plant, and the bird list is over 600 with

at least three endemics. Ruaha is also a place of elephants.



But the elephants were so hammered by poaching in the 1970s

and 80s that most of the big tuskers have been killed,

effectively selecting for genetically small or absent tusks. But

even these surviving tuskless matriarchs and their progeny are

not immune to the recent surge in poaching. Despite all this,

Ruaha boasts the largest elephant population in Tanzania at

present – but that’s only because of the decimation of the

Selous population by even more intense poaching.

We were here teaching a six-week long walking safari course

for government rangers. Our team consisted of a doctor, a

former professional hunter with years of experience in

firearms training, and four guides with experience leading

walking safaris in Ruaha and other wilderness areas.

An elephant crushed by a fallen baobab tree, a victim of her own species’ tendency to denude baobabs in order to

access moisture from wood pulp in the dry season. ©Robert J. Ross



1. Ruaha lions are specialist big game hunters.

2. Wild dogs make up part of a vast selection of predator species in this 13

000sq.km national park.



The training was part of a larger project funded by the United

Nations Development Programme (UNDP) called

‘Strengthening Protected Areas Network in Southern

Tanzania’ (SPANEST). Walking safaris in Ruaha had been

severely impacted by a series of tragic accidents in preceding

years. The reactions of authorities and safari operators to

these incidents tended to be impulsive rather than analytical,

so something absolutely had to be done to improve safety.

Through the vision of Godwell Meing’ataki (Project

Coordinator) and Paul Harrison (Technical Advisor to UNDP),

funds from the SPANEST project were allocated specifically

for walking safari guide training.

In Tanzania rangers are government employees whose job is

primarily protecting wildlife from poaching, and only

occasionally protecting tourists on walks led by professional

guides. Their training is limited to law enforcement, and most

ambitious new guides tend to set their sights on sitting behind

the steering wheel shuttling tourists around places like

Ngorongoro and Serengeti. So it is no surprise that the

walking safari industry is underdeveloped.

3. The region’s riverine forest is prime leopard habitat.

©Pietro Luraschi

By walking you become a
participant rather than a

mere observer



Safe walking safaris provide the opportunity to focus on the

more subtle aspects of nature, which are difficult to appreciate

from a vehicle. Instead of listening to an engine you hear your

own footsteps, and might even realise how loud your

breathing is. It’s easier to smell the wild herbs, and feel the

textures of bark. You make way for a Sungusungu ant colony

coming down an elephant path, and you realize how relative

scales of time and distance are. You become a participant

rather than an observer. The baboon bark or impala snort is

aimed at you as the super-predator, not the leopard or lion.

There is a vulnerability that becomes apparent, stimulating

your senses to sharpen. It is also incredibly peaceful.



Our course started with five days of first aid training focusing

on identifying, managing and preventing medical emergencies

in the wilderness. The American definition of “back-country”

or “wilderness” for the purpose of emergency medicine is

anywhere further than twenty minutes from definitive care.

The southern parks in Tanzania are at least six hours from

definitive care even with an efficient evacuation plan. So,

action rather than reaction is the mantra of the course.

Recognising and preventing medical issues is also critical in

preventing accidents. For example, participants learned to

recognise signs of dehydration because it can result in

irrational behaviour or the inability to follow instructions at a

critical moment, thereby presenting a safety risk.

Top: Elephant cross the dry Ruaha river bed at sunset.

Bottom: With its proliferation of potentially dangerous wildlife, Ruaha is an

ideal place for ranger training. Here, rangers are instructed in interpreting

elephant behaviour during approach.

©Robert J. Ross

The most dangerous animal



Walking in the vicinity of dangerous animals, particularly

elephant, buffalo and lion, is inherently risky so firearms

training is an important aspect of the course. There is much

truth in the statement that the most dangerous animal in the

bush is a human with a gun, so the training is focussed on

ensuring safe, accurate and professional handling of the heavy

calibre rifles.

In the extremely rare case that a potentially dangerous animal

actually becomes dangerous, decisions must be made quickly.

There is no margin for error when an animal is moving toward

you with intent. The high calibre rifles necessary to stop

elephant and buffalo shoot one bullet at a time and only carry

a few rounds in the magazine. Firing a second bullet requires

manually operating a bolt to eject the spent cartridge, and re-

chambering the second round. So the first shot is critical.

is a human with a gun

To protect their guests and themselves, rifle training is crucial for rangers

walking in the vicinity of dangerous animals.

©Robert J. Ross



Some of the more difficult and subtle training involves

attitudes and natural history awareness. There is a

disproportionate fear associated with some potentially

dangerous game that stems from cultural stigmas and false

information. One example is the fear of snakes. I grew up in a

village, and like most Tanzanian children, we were taught to

be terrified of snakes.

Any snake sighting incited hysteria, and people running to kill

it with hoes and machetes. Elders would embellish stories of

black mambas moving so fast it was as if they were flying. It

wasn’t until I was much older that I met people who handled

snakes. Through study I learned to understand that not all

snakes are dangerous, and that even dangerous snakes usually

try to avoid people. Exploring misconceptions about the

potentially dangerous game needed our careful consideration.

The reason we use the term “potentially dangerous game” is

because, under normal circumstances, they aren’t dangerous.

We armed rangers with the knowledge and experience to

guide crucial decision making.

It’s a struggle for some of the rangers to reconcile their long-

held fears. If your perception of elephants is built on the same

If you don’t
have some fear

you don’t
understand the risk



sentiments as my previous fear of snakes, sitting on a ridge

watching elephant feeding below, or climbing onto boulders to

safely let a herd come past, can be terrifying. We spent a lot of

time discussing the fact that fear is healthy because it makes

you careful. If you don’t have some fear you don’t understand

the risk, and this makes you dangerous.

Jane, a single mother with a young son, offers a good example

of safely overcoming fear. The first woman to receive an

Interpretive Guides Society Walking Certificate, she was

initially hesitant to walk in areas with elephants, and the .458

rifle was heavy for her at first. But she has got used to it and,

following her training, she is now better able to understand

elephant behaviour, and so protect her guests, herself and her

son.



Andrew Molinaro (Moli), who leads private walking safaris in

Ruaha, has noticed changes in the rangers. ‘From our first

course in January 2013, the difference in attitude and

competency of the rangers has been extraordinary. They are

now well versed in the concept and procedures of a bush walk.

Rangers understand the animals much better now, and have

far more confidence in themselves. They now form an integral

part of any walking safari.’

There’s a long way to go. This kind of training is expensive

and requires a good deal of time but it’s a start. Pietro

Luraschi, a specialist walking guide and co-trainer, pointed

As the dry season approaches, elephants find what surface water is left along the river bed.

©Amy Dickman



out, ‘You can see the pride of being part of an elite team of

qualified walking guides.’ These are important steps, as the

neglected southern circuit of Tanzania continues to seek

recognition as the world-class wildlife and wilderness

destination that it is.

As we return to the vehicle from the elephant sighting, we stop

under one of Ruaha’s iconic baobab trees. Brown parrots

screech as they fly away, white petals of the baobab blossoms

float to the ground where impala, kudu and bushbuck will

feed. It’s an opportunity to talk about pollination and baobab

ecology.



1. This ancient baobab will soon collapse as the elephant denudes the tree in

order to access moisture from wood pulp in the dry season. ©Marius Swart

2. Author Ethan Kinsey and trainee rangers examine an elephant tusk embedded

in the bark of a baobab. ©Robert J. Ross

3. Wooden pegs form a ladder to access honey at the top of the baobab. ©Robert

J. Ross



We feel the mud-caked marks where elephants have rubbed

their hide, and we inspect the damaged where they’ve ripped

bark from the tree. In the bark of another baobab, we find the

end of a tusk embedded. One side of the tree is covered in

hundreds of small holes, a few of them bearing a wooden peg,

evidence of honey gathering by humans. Some of the peg

marks are recent – honey poachers, as they are now called –

but some scars date back 500 or 1,000 years. How old is a

baobab tree, really?

This is one of the issues we discuss. Are all these baobabs a

similar age because they were able to flourish when there were

enough people here that elephants stayed away? As we discuss

the history of humans in the park, we notice an old grinding

stone, then some shards of pottery. High up in the branches

two male scarlet-chested sunbirds bicker, then a greater

honey guide arrives and starts chattering at us. He wants us to

follow him to honey, and leave him some beeswax and grubs

in thanks. The evidence of our reliance on, and once integral

role in, the ecosystem becomes more and more apparent. By

walking in the wild we are reminded of who we are.
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W

by

AMY DICKMAN

hen I was 10, I had clear dreams of my

future – I would be a big-cat

conservationist, driving around in a shiny

zebra-striped Land Rover spending all my

time gazing happily at lions and cheetahs.

Here in Ruaha, over 25 years later, some of those dreams have

come true – I am a big-cat conservationist, and our project

owns three Land Rovers (although none are shiny – they are

usually broken – and no-one will let me paint them in zebra

stripes). However, I rarely get to spend any time watching big

cats – instead, I deal with complexities that I would never

have imagined, such as tribal identity, people-park conflicts,

and trying to figure out how on earth we can expect grindingly

poor people to bear the additional costs of coexisting with

dangerous carnivores.

Ruaha is a breathtakingly beautiful wilderness supporting

some of the world’s most important carnivore populations,

and I feel privileged every day to work here. However, Ruaha’s

carnivores are not restricted to the park, but sometimes stray

into the adjacent populated areas where they cause intense

conflict with local people. The Great Ruaha River runs along

the southern border of the park, and in the dry season, it is a

magnet for prey and predators. But, during the rains prey



animals disperse so carnivores range beyond the park, often

preying on poorly-protected cattle and goats.

When the Ruaha Carnivore Project (RCP) was established in

2009, we found that about 60% of local people had suffered

attacks by carnivores. This had crippling economic

consequences in an area where 90% of villagers live on less

than $2 a day. Unsurprisingly, people frequently snared or

poisoned carnivores – either to prevent attacks, or to retaliate

for them.

Furthermore, very few people saw any benefits from carnivore

A Barabaig girl herds the cattle her community depend on. Understanding the value of such livestock is key to to

protecting predators from people.

©Andrew Harrington



presence. Usually the only people who did were young

warriors who could receive gifts (zawadi) from their

community if they speared a lion – one of the very few ways

that young men could earn wealth and status. A warrior could

earn 20 cattle (worth around $4000) in zawadi by killing one

lion.

Clockwise from left:

1. A cow fallen prey to a predator.

2. A lion killed in retaliation for preying on livestock. Local people remove

sections of lion fur for traditional use, as a kind of amulet.

3. A leopard snared in a village. ©Ruaha Carnivore Project



In the early years of the project, most of the lion carcasses we

found had the right front paw missing – a clear sign that it had

been killed for zawadi, as the central claw is removed and

taken in order to prove the killing. These preventative,

retaliatory and cultural killings led to the highest documented

rate of lion killing in modern East Africa, with over 35 lions

killed in just 18 months, the majority occurring around a

single village. So we decided to base our field camp there, and

try to work out how we could effectively improve the situation

for both people and predators.

But improving the situation depended upon understanding it,

and gaining the trust of the local community, including the

secretive Barabaig who are notoriously hostile to outsiders.

We established a field camp near the village in 2010, but for

over a year, our attempts to engage with the Barabaig failed

completely. Most villagers would not speak to us, and those

who did approach us were beaten up. We tried everything,

and were almost ready to give up. But then, in mid-2011, it all

changed. We installed a solar panel and, bizarrely, that was

the breakthrough we needed. The Barabaig suddenly appeared

at camp to charge their mobile phones. We would never have

imagined that the way to reach this remote and traditional

As a long-time vegetarian, I
never imagined I would be
so happy to receive a huge

chunk of meat



group would be through modern technology, but it provided a

reason for people to come to camp, see what we were doing

and to talk to us. More than two years after the start of the

project, the Barabaig invited us to a traditional community

meeting. They slaughtered a cow and said that they were

ready to work with us. As a long-time vegetarian, I never

imagined I would be so happy to receive a huge hunk of meat,

but I was. It meant that our work could finally begin.

It became clear that the human-carnivore conflict around

Ruaha was incredibly complex, involving not only the high

costs of depredation, but also the lack of benefits to the

community, antagonism towards the park, little knowledge

about the reasons for conservation, and the fact that killing

lions was one of the only ways for young men to gain income

and status. So we started with the simplest thing – reducing

attacks. 

Click here to view interactive map online. 



A boma is reinforced with wire to protect livestock from predators.

©Andrew Harrington



Our research showed that 65% of attacks occurred in livestock

enclosures (bomas), the majority of which were poorly

constructed. We introduced a cost-sharing initiative to

construct predator-proof bomas made of diamond-mesh

fencing. To date, we have constructed over 70, and they have

proved 100% effective at preventing attacks. However, some

attacks occur in the bush, so we have begun trials using

specially trained Anatolian shepherd dogs to guard livestock.

Although the project is in its infancy, the approach seems to

have promise. In addition, we work intensively with village

households to teach people how to identify carnivore attacks,

and how simple, low-tech measures can prevent such attacks

recurring. Together these measures have significantly reduced

depredation and so reduced both economic pressures on

people, and the need for preventative or retaliatory killing.



However, living near carnivores will always mean there are

costs, and long-term conservation depends upon local people

seeing tangible, relevant benefits that outweigh those costs.

The villagers voted on which benefits they would most

appreciate from carnivore presence, and chose education,

healthcare and veterinary medicines. To improve education,

RCP established the ‘Kids 4 Cats’ school-twinning

programme, in which village schools are linked with an

international school that can help raise funds for much-

needed supplies.

We also established competitive ‘Simba Scholarships’ to

enable pastoralist children (both girls and boys) to attend

Amy hard at work in her field camp near a Barabaig village.

©Andrew Harrington



secondary school. To improve healthcare, the project

equipped a medical clinic in the heart of the pastoralist area,

with a particular focus on maternal and infant health. In

terms of veterinary medicines, we worked with authorities to

help provide subsidised, high-quality medicines to households

that had invested in a predator-proof boma. This helps to

recoup their initial costs by reducing livestock loss to disease.

Although these initiatives are small, significantly more

villagers now report seeing a personal benefit from carnivore

presence on village land.



Despite living so close to Ruaha National Park, the majority of

local people have never legally entered the Park, and know

little about its role. RCP now conducts weekly trips to the park

for villagers, enabling them to learn about wildlife in a non-

threatening atmosphere. These have been incredibly valuable,

with 95% of people saying the experience had (positively)

changed their attitude towards species like lions, and 99%

saying it gave them a greater appreciation of the role of the

park. Education is also provided through DVD nights, which

are very popular, and we are now working with international

partners to translate some key wildlife DVDs into Swahili for

greater impact.

To address cultural killings, we partnered with Lion Guardians

and Panthera to replicate the Kenyan Lion Guardian model

Local people are better able to support conservation initiatives if they see

tangible benefits

1. Opening of a healthcare clinic.©Ruaha Carnivore Project

2. A newly reinforced boma to protect livestock. ©Jon Erickson

3. Visitors to Ruaha National Park learn about the role the park plays in

conservation. ©Ruaha Carnivore Project



around Ruaha. Under this initiative, warriors are trained as

lion trackers and community guardians. Through this

programme, they are given highly-valued literacy training,

and receive a good income so they can buy cattle instead of

killing lions to obtain them. The Lion Guardians receive status

through their jobs and, as influential warriors, dissuade others

from going on lion hunts because their jobs, status and

income depend on the survival of carnivores in their zone.

Despite challenges at the start, we are already seeing progress.

Local people are more economically secure, are seeing real

benefits from wildlife, and are gaining conservation

awareness. Hearteningly, the largely-Barabaig community just

awarded us land for a permanent camp. And let’s not forget

A leopard surveys Ruaha from the bow of a tree. ©Ruaha Carnivore Project



the animals. Carnivore killings in the core study area have

dropped by 80% since 2011.

There is much we still need to do as RCP works intensively in

only a few of the local villages, but we are hopeful as we go

forward. My experiences in Ruaha have taught me that,

although real big-cat conservation differs vastly from my

childhood dreams, it is richer, more complex and more

rewarding than that wide-eyed 10-year-old could ever have

imagined.
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I
t is very hard to capture the true essence of life in

Ruaha in words or paint. I am merely a silent

observer of a tiny, tiny portion of what goes on, and

has gone on, for centuries.

I distinctly remember when I was 12; I was on a game drive

and I vowed that when I grew up, I would make my life in the

bush and the best thing ever would be to live in Ruaha. In

1994, when I was 34, I found myself driving back to Ruaha. I

was excited and curious to see how I would find it. It did not

disappoint. Ruaha has been untouched since the beginning of

time. It is quite honestly one of the finest wilderness areas on

earth. That’s why I stayed and I have remained here for the

past 11 years.

Sue in her element.



You asked what the challenges are but I am so used to living

remotely that I don’t find it challenging at all, to me it is

‘normal life.’ I suppose it does require you to be pretty

organized, such as when you go on a shopping trip every six

weeks. You do have to eat fresh stuff in a sequence of what

goes off first and then what keeps last – cabbage and squash

keeps for a long time, but soft fruit does not.

People often ask me what I do if I am sick. Most of the time it

is nothing serious I just spend a few days being quiet.

However, on a couple of occasions I have had to be flown out

with a doctor, but it all worked out. The main thing is to be

organized, and know your mental and physical limitations.



A typical day? I am a very early riser so I potter about in my

pajamas, before the sun is up, taking in the sounds. I fill up

the water baths for the birds and put out a bit of seed for

them. My partner and fellow artist, Rob, and I have separate

camps, so at about 7.30 he comes over for breakfast: fruit,

porridge, toast, tea and coffee. We sit on my verandah for all

meals, often joined by birds and small beasts, like squirrels

during the day and genets at night. We are usually in our

respective studios or out sketching by 8.30am.

In the evening I heat up water on the stove in a kettle for a

shower, which is the old style bucket shower, hauled up on a

pulley. We eat around 7.30pm by candle light with the stars

and moon shining above. Even simple things like going down

to the river each day to collect water turn out to be a magical

moment for inspiration: colour on the water, a fish eagle or a

dragon fly landing on a rock.



What has always fascinated me is how nature comes up with

the most marvelous combinations of color. It is these



combinations of color and design that spark many of my

pictures. I have always loved painting birds, their patterns

and colors are superb.

When I see something that grabs my attention, be it a sky, an

animal, a person or just a combination of colours that I find

interesting, I will sketch this in a journal with watercolour and

keep it for future reference. Or I may be researching an animal

or bird with a definite purpose, in which case I will pay

particular attention to all the colours and details and spend a

week or more making notes and sketches.

I paint because it is what I love to do. I paint what inspires me

or challenges me. It is very hard to catch that same

spontaneous ‘inspiration’ from someone else’s idea. In the few

commissions I have done I am constantly wondering: ‘is this

what they had in mind?’ I concluded that it would be unwise

to accept commissions as, although one might be tempted to



follow this route as it brings in money, in the end it will be

detrimental to one’s standard of work and one’s own

inspiration. I can afford not to be controlled by fear of not

having enough money because I know tomorrow will take care

of itself.

I have several things that are firing me up at the moment: I

am working on a ‘coffee table’ type book that will be filled with

paintings of the Miombo woodlands, a pristine yet

underappreciated area of Ruaha. In addition to that, I am

looking to create a flower and tree guide on the plants of

Miombo.





I am in the process of compiling all the countless, little stories

of my encounters and observations of the wonderful wildlife

using photographs and sketches. And I have many oil

paintings that are simmering away in my head waiting for the

right moment to appear on canvas. These will be done in a

random fashion in between all the other projects. I am also

going to be exhibiting and giving a talk in Vancouver, at the

Artist For Conservation exhibition at the end of September

2014.

Here in Ruaha a road network is yet to be developed, so huge

areas remain unscathed by humans; there is a tangible

atmosphere of peace and tranquility here. When I am alone in

camp, I spend every waking moment sketching and painting,

and with it being so quiet the animals come in very close – I



feel like I might melt into the landscape, as somehow they

seem to accept me as part of the scene.
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A WILDLIFE FILMAKER
OFFERS A GLIMPSE INTO A WORLD

FEW HAVE EVER SEEN

by

OWEN PRÜMM
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M
y introduction to southern Tanzania came

in 1995 shooting a documentary for SABC3

in the Selous Game Reserve. I had only nine

days to shoot but I knew I had stumbled

upon a wilderness that existed nowhere

else. This was an ancient Africa that had remained largely

unchanged for hundreds of years.

I vowed to go back and ten years later I was set up in my own

camp in Selous producing a film for Discovery Channel,

Germany’s NDR/ARD and National Geographic Television

called “Bandits of Selous”, about a family of banded

mongooses struggling to survive in a predators’ paradise.

Whilst there, I recognized the potential for an extraordinary

film. Some lion prides were hunting fully grown giraffe and as

yet no filmmaker had been able to capture a full sequence of

this phenomenon.

Lions attack a giraffe in Ruaha National Park.

©Owen Prümm



Unfortunately the ‘poachers war on elephants’ was beginning

to escalate and although I wanted to stay in Selous and

document this horrific turn of events, the Tanzanian

Government was not approving further film permits. I

learned, however, that lions in Ruaha National Park were also

hunting giraffe and after showing the owner of “The Old

Mdonya River Camp” my Selous film, I was offered logistical

support to produce a film that portrayed the beauty of Ruaha.

For the past six years I have had the privilege of my own camp

and exclusive filming access to one of the largest and most

remote national parks in Africa.

Owen at work in Ruaha.

©Owen Prümm



After two years, my first Ruaha film, “Lion Battle Zone”, was

co-produced with National Geographic for their popular series

“Big Cat Week”. The iconic giraffe-kill sequence still eluded

me, so this film concentrated on the interactions of five lion

prides with one massive herd of buffalo that moved between

the different pride territories in the dry season.

I stayed on in Ruaha for another four years, eventually

capturing the elusive giraffe sequence, plus much more in the

way of exclusive animal behavior, deploying several

specialized cameramen to shoot alongside me and fill in

during my absence.

A new multi million-dollar feature length documentary is the

result. With the working title “Lions”, it is now in post-

production. Audiences will experience warring lion tribes

fighting for dominance in one of the highest lion population

densities in Africa. We focus on lions that specialize in hunting

large prey such as giraffe, elephant and buffalo, offering

glimpses into a world few humans know of.



Central to our story is dispelling the myth of the “lazy male

lion”, a stereortype created from natural history films. The

chances of survival for male lions in an environment as

competitive as Ruaha are already slim, and the victors are very

few, so I directed the camera teams to “stick with the boys.”

1. Owen (left) and cameraman film buffalo descending towards the river. ©Owen

Prümm

2. A male lion feasts on a fresh giraffe kill. ©Amy Dickman

3. A battle scarred male lion.

©Owen Prümm

Dispelling the



We followed the development of five male lions from an early

age – before and after they had been violently ousted from

their family and territory. This provided us with an incredible

storyline filled with action, humor and sadness as they

desperately try to survive in a world filled with danger. Of the

five males only two make it into adulthood, and only one

becomes king and rules over his own pride and territory.

The two surviving young males taking down their first adult

buffalo in broad daylight, after several failed attempts, is a

tipping point in their story. A family of lions killing a large

elephant in broad daylight and a single lioness taking down

large buffalo on two separate occasions is testament to the

specialized and extraordinary hunting capabilities of these

particular lions. And of course, there’s that giraffe sequence

which we give you a foretaste of in the video at the bottom of

this page.

Working in these remote areas is difficult, costly and risky for

many reasons, but it is also very fulfilling. We more than hope

that through reaching large audiences with this thrilling,

breakthrough film, that utilizes subtle yet powerful

conservation messages within the framework of the storyline,

we can help protect not only this iconic species, but all animals

that are facing threat due to human population growth.

myth of the
lazy male lion



Enjoy these scenes from the upcoming documentary
about the hard working lions of Ruaha.

We recommend setting the quality to HD.

After four years of collaboration with Italian filmmaker

Simone Pecorari, Prümm and Pecorari formed “Shibumi

Films” in 2014. Their first project, with the working title

“Lions”, will be a feature length documentary for the cinema

screen.

Lions rewarded having just taken down one of Ruaha’s giraffes.

@Owen Prüm

http://www.shibumifilms.net/
http://www.shibumifilms.net/


Shibumi Films’ focus is on producing feature-length

cinematic nature films, blue-chip natural history

documentaries and cross media wildlife projects with a wide

audience appeal. Their aesthetic ideal is to tell stories in a

direct, subtle way, without trendy decorations and to

demonstrate the beauty of the natural world with integrity.

Shibumi believes there is a large, intelligent audience that

does not want their nature soft or sensational, but would

prefer to see it like it really is in the most entertaining way

possible.

http://www.shibumifilms.net/
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ETHAN KINSEYwas born and raised close to Arusha, where

he and his wife now make their home. Being outside,

immersed in nature, has always been a part of his life, from

catching tadpoles, birding and outdoor pursuits as a child, to

winter sports during college vacations. More recently, it has

taken the form of sharing wildlife and wilderness experiences

with guests, specialized guiding, guide-training, and personal
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learning ventures. Primarily occupied with designing and

guiding private safaris throughout East Africa, he is also active

in training and development of guiding standards through the

Interpretive Guides Society. Ethan writes about his training

program for rangers in A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE.

DR. AMY DICKMAN has always been passionate about big

cats, and has been lucky enough to make this her career,

working in southern and eastern Africa for over 17 years. She

founded and directs Oxford University’s Ruaha Carnivore

Project and works in Tanzania’s Ruaha which landscape

supports some of the world’s most important big cat

populations. Amy is a prize-winning conservationist, a

National Geographic Explorer, and has co-authored over 30

scientific articles, but remains happiest when getting the

chance to watch lions, ideally accompanied by a cold G&T

sundowner! Amy tells us about the challenges and successes

of the Ruaha Carnivore Project in A FRIEND OF THE

ENEMY.

http://www.ethan-kinsey.com/
http://www.ethan-kinsey.com/
http://interpretiveguidesociety.org/
http://ruahacarnivoreproject.com/


SUE STOLBERGER was born in Jamaica and moved to

Tanzania with her parents when she was four years old. Their

trips to Tanzania’s wonderful game parks were a great

influence on Sue’s desire to make a career from art and

wildlife. She began painting seriously after school and first

exhibited in Nairobi at the age of eighteen. After two years in

Italy studying the great masters, she returned to East Africa,

paint brushes in hand, and her adventures in the bush truly

began. With her mobile camp, Sue has lived and worked in

national parks all over Tanzania and Kenya and travelled to

the wildest places to find inspiration. Over the past 11 years

she has made her home in Ruaha where she draws inspiration

from the peace and solitude of this remote wilderness. Sue

tells us about her life in Ruaha in WILD INSPIRATION.



OWEN PRÜMM was born in Johannesburg and cut his

teeth in the film industry working as a trainee technician on

features and commercials in New York City. After 10 years of

developing his skills, Owen shifted focus to the world of

documentary film-making and is now somewhat of a

specialist in the natural history genre, having shot and

directed over 100 hours for some major broadcasters,

receiving over 30 craft awards for innovative cinematography

in this field. Owen received a lifetime honorary membership

from the South African Society of Cinematographers (SASC)

and received two out of only three gold’s awarded at the

Visible Spectrum Awards in 2000 for his work on spiders and

snakes for the Discovery Channel. His most recent project,

with his company, Shibumi Films, involves the tenacious,

hard working lions of Ruaha which he expounds on in

FILMING IN A LION BATTLE ZONE.
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ROBERT J. ROSS is a native New Yorker who has spent the

past decade capturing colorful moments around the world. He

now divides his time between Cape Town and New York. His

motivation is to reveal the uniqueness in everyday scenes,

cutting through stereotypes to highlight the color and texture

things as common as an Italian street market, or as exotic as

virgin forest in Central Africa. For the past four years Rob has

been shooting in Tanzania, primarily working on his

forthcoming book on the Selous Game Reserve. Rob’s work

has been published in National Geographic Adventure,

National Geographic Traveler, Condé Nast Traveler, Getaway

Magazine, Africa Geographic, Islands, Travel Africa and many

other leading journals. He has also undertaken photographic

assignments for the World Wildlife Fund, The Wildlife

Conservation Society, The Global Fund for Children, and

other NGO’s where he has felt that his images could make a

difference. Rob travelled to Ruaha to photograph the ranger

training program in A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE where he

also captured the remarkable image of an elephant crushed by

a baobab. View more of Rob’s work on his website. 

http://www.rjrossphoto.com/


PIETRO LURASCHI is a guide and guide trainer, working

for the last ten years in the wildest of Africa’s national parks

and especially Tanzania’s protected areas like the Selous Game

Reserve and Ruaha National Park. Training has been a natural

progression for Pietro and a way of giving back to a profession

that has given him so much. He is now working part of the

year as head guide for Kwihala camp in Ruaha and the rest of

his time is dedicated to private guiding and training. He has

guided trips to Ethiopia, Eritrea, Uganda, Kenya, Namibia and

Tanzania, and trains guides in Kenya and Tanzania. Besides

providing some of the photography for the article A WALK ON

THE WILD SIDE, Pietro was one of the trainers for this

walking safari training program.



ANDREW HARRINGTON is a photographer and field

biologist interested in the relationships between mankind and

wildlife, photographing subjects ranging from wild dogs in

South Africa to gibbons in Borneo. Most of his photography is

based in Africa and the Thames region in southern England

where he makes his home. Andrew has been highly

commended three times in the Wildlife Photographer of the

Year Awards. Among others he has been published by BBC

Wildlife Magazine, BBC Books, Blackwells Publishing, Burn,

Canon, Oxford University, Terre Sauvage, Ethiopian Wolf

Conservation Project, the Independent and Time. His

photography of the the Barabaig community and the Ruaha

Carnivore Project can be seen in A FRIEND OF THE ENEMY.

You can view more of Andrew’s work on his website and

follow him onInstagram.

http://www.harringtonphotography.com/
http://instagram.com/hharry


MARIUS SWART is a passionate naturalist and

consummate enthusiast who has been sharing the wonder of

nature through his guided adventures since 1992. With a

penchant for walking safaris conducted through safari

company, Clearly Africa, Marius revels in the visceral

experiences afforded by on-foot explorations, and truly

believes that being out in the wilds allows us to see rather than

look, hear rather than listen and feel rather than think. His

photography can be seen in A WALK ON THE WILD SIDE.

ED HETHERINGTON is an Atlanta based photographer

with a passion for sharing the beauty of Africa’s places, people

http://clearlyafrica.com/index_home.html


and wildlife. Although born in New York City and raised in

Atlanta, Ed says that “each time I take that first step off the

plane in the bush it feels like I’ve come home.” He was

recently named runner up in the 2013 Travel Photographer of

the Year competition and was a finalist for the 2013 Veolia

Wildlife Photographer of the Year. Ed and his wife Michelle

are proud parents to a newborn baby who went on his “first”

safari three months before he was born. He is the

photographer of our Issue 3 cover RUAHA, TANZANIA’S

WILDEST FRONTIER, and you can view more of ed’s work on

his website.
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